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Classification of Aluminum Sample Measurements Using 

Machine Learning 
 

Abstract 

 

Uncertainty regarding results of measured chemical components of aluminum 

samples from the production pots can cause various issues during aluminum 

manufacturing. Samples that are collected from the production pots can get mixed 

up at the sampling site, leading to erroneous order of analysis in the laboratory. 

Values of the analyzed samples are used to fine tune the production. An accurate 

classification model that can classify sample measurements according to the 

production pots, could increase the accuracy of the data analysis. The benefit is to 

return more precise status of the pot condition and improve the production 

schedule. In this thesis, machine learning methods are used to analyze sample data 

from production pots at Norðurál. The data comprises of 638.815 sample 

measurements from the years 2011-2020. One of the main problems with applying 

such methods to this dataset, is the uncertainty of whether the samples are 

accurately registered to the correct production pots. Conventional statistical 

methods are applied to the data to clear out measurements that stand out as outliers. 

Three machine learning algorithms are then used to construct a multi-class 

classification models to classify the sample measurements into 520 production 

pots. The methods that are used are: Decision Tree, Random Forest, and Artificial 

Neural Network. The results show that it is difficult to achieve good classification 

accuracy when the number of categories is 520. To improve this, a modified model 

based on binary classification approach is used. The method uses predicted values 

for all 520 production pots, and these are classified into two classes (true or false) 

according to the size of the predicted values. The main conclusion is that the 

modified binary classification yielded acceptable results.  
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Notkun vitvéla við flokkun mæligilda á álsýnum 
 

Úrdráttur 

 

Óvissa í tengslum við niðurstöður efnagreindra álsýna getur valdið ýmsum 

vandkvæðum við framleiðslu áls. Uppröðun á sýnum sem eru tekin úr 

framleiðslukerjum geta ruglast á leið sinni yfir á rannsóknarstofu og valdið því að 

mæligildin eru skráð á röng sýni. Niðurstöður efnagreininga eru m.a. notaðar til að 

skipuleggja framleiðsluna og fylgjast með ástandi og gæðum álsins í 

framleiðslukerjunum.  Með nákvæmu flokkunarlíkani sem flokkar sýnin niður á 

framleiðsluker er mögulegt að auka áreiðanleika efnagreininganna, með því að 

meta líkur á fölskum mæligildum. Ávinningur þess er að veita skýrari mynd af 

gæðum framleiðslunnar og stuðla að bættu framleiðsluskipulagi. Í þessu verkefni 

er fjallað um þau úrlausnarefni sem snúa að niðurstöðum efnagreindra álsýna hjá 

Norðuráli. Gögnin samanstanda af 638.815 mæligildum á álsýnum frá árunum 

2011-2020. Eitt helsta vandkvæðið við að beita slíkum aðferðum á gögnin sem eru 

rannsóknarefni þessa verkefnis, er óvissa um hvort sýnin hafi verið skráð á rétt 

framleiðsluker. Hefðbundnum tölfræðilegum aðferðum er fyrst beitt á gögnin til 

þess að hreinsa út mælingar sem eru áberandi útgildi. Þrjár flokkunar aðferðir eru 

síðan notaðar á gögnin til þess að byggja upp mismunandi stærðfræðileg 

flokkunarlíkön með því markmiði að flokka sýnin niður á 520 framleiðsluker (e. 

multi-class classification). Aðferðirnar sem eru notaðar eru; ákvörðunartré (e. 

Decision Tree), slembi skógur (e. Random forest) og tauganet (e. Artificial Neural 

Network). Helsta niðurstaðan var að erfitt er að ná góðri flokkunarnákvæmni þegar 

fjöldi flokka eru 520. Til að bæta úr því var notast við breytt líkan sem byggist á 

tvenndarflokkun (e. binary classification). Aðferðin byggist á því að spágildi fyrir 

öll 520 framleiðslukerin eru flokkuð í tennt eftir stærð spágilda. Niðurstaða var að 

tvenndarflokkunin skilaði ásættanlegri niðurstöðu. 
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Chapter 1 

1Introduction 

Aluminum (Al) is most abundant of the metallic elements in Earth’s crust, comprising over 

8% of the core mass. Because of its chemical activity, aluminum never occurs in nature as 

pure metal but only to a varying degree as a molecular compound in almost all rocks, 

vegetation, and animals. Smelting is the process of extracting aluminum from alumina 

(Al2O3), most commonly using the Hall-Héroult process. Aluminum is a soft silvery-white 

metal and is the most widely used nonferrous metal and the third most common chemical 

element after oxygen and silicon. Innumerable objects are made of aluminum which 

simplifies our daily life and increase the quality of certain products like aircrafts, cars, 

computers, mobile phones, kitchenware etc. [1]–[3]. 

1.1 Norðurál 

In 1995 the American aluminum company, Columbia Ventures Corporation, owned by 

Kenneth D. Peterson Jr., started preparations for constructing a new aluminum plant. 

Decision was made to expand its operations from the US in 1996, and Iceland was 

considered the best location for a new plant. Construction of the plant at Grundartangi started 

in April 1997 and the first pot started operating in June 1998. The production capacity for 

the first phase was 60.000 metric tons, and in 2001 the second phase started with a 

production capacity up to 90.000 metric tons and number of employees reached 220. In 

March 2004, Columbia Ventures Corporation sold Norðurál to Century aluminum which 

headquarters are in Chicago USA. Century aluminum owns three other aluminum plants, all 

located in US. In May 2004 construction of the third phase begins at Norðurál and phase 

four and five started three years later. In 2007 production capacity had been increased to 

260.000 metric tons and number of employees were 480 [4], [5]. Norðurál is currently 

among the largest aluminum plants in Europe, with an annual production of 317.000 metric 

tons and approximately 600 employees [4]. In 2021 it finalized the sale of 150.000 metric 

tons of Natur-AlTM over five years to Austrian firm Hammerer Aluminum Industries. Natur-

AlTM products, that are manufactured at Norðurál Grundartangi aluminum plant in Iceland, 

have one of the world lowest CO2 footprints for aluminum production. The total CO2 

footprint is four tons per ton of aluminum, less than one-quarter of the industry average [6]. 
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1.2 The Aluminum Production Process 

Norðurál has a total of 520 pots in operation. The pot room is split up in four corridors, or 

areas, named A, B, C and D. The oldest areas are A and B, with 90 pots each and operation 

in these started in the first and second phase, in 1998 to 2001. Areas C and D have 170 pots 

each and operation in these started in phase three, four and five during the years 2006 to 

2007 [4]. 

 

Norðurál uses a well-known method to produce aluminum, the Hall-Héroult process, which 

is named after its inventors, Charles Martin Hall (1863-1914) and Paul Louis T. Héroult 

(1863-1014). They invented it independently and almost simultaneously in 1886. The 

process is based on dissolving the alumina at 950 °C in a molten synthetic cryolite (Na3AlF6) 

to lower the melting point for easier electrolysis. The process takes place in a steel vat called 

reduction pot. The bottom of the pot is lined with carbon, which acts as one electrode of the 

system (i.e., anode). The opposite electrode (i.e., cathode), consist of a set of carbon blocks 

that are dipped into the liquid solution and a direct current passes from the anode, through 

the melted cryolite and to the cathode. The electrolysis breaks the chemical bounds in the 

aluminum oxide molecules and liquid aluminum sinks to the bottom of the pot [7].  

 

Each production pot contains 20 anodes that are replaced approximately every 30 days. 

Oxygen reacts with the carbon blocks that are dipped into the cryolite solution which 

gradually consumes it by the formation of gaseous carbon dioxide (CO2). Each pot produces 

around 1.5 tons of aluminum per day. The aluminum is tapped from the pots into crucibles 

that are transported to the cast house where the metal is collected into holding furnaces. 

When the aluminum has reached its optimal temperature, the furnace is raised and the 

aluminum is poured into casting moulds and moulded into 22 kilo ingots [4]. 

 

During the production process samples are collected twice a week from each pot for quality 

check. The samples are collected in an open tray with separate compartment for each sample. 

The samples are then transferred to the laboratory where chemical properties are measured. 

Two sets of analysis equipment are used to measure the chemical contents of the samples, 

both of which are based on optical emission spectrometry (OES) [8], [9]. One of the two 

equipment is a semi-automated robot that handles the samples, while the other equipment 

requires manual operation. The manual equipment produces more detailed results of 

chemical composition than the automated equipment. A laboratory employee manually 

marks the samples with their pot name and prepares them for analysis. The samples are also 

quality inspected before choosing which equipment is used. Deformed samples are sorted 

out, e.g., those that are much smaller than the average, have visible holes, or contain solid 

cryolite chunks. Those deformed samples are analyzed with the manual equipment. Flawless 

samples are analyzed with the automated equipment. The measurements are stored in a 

database and from there, the data is transferred into several data analysis systems. The data 

is used to fine tune the production, e.g., monitor the quality of the production and to develop 

a tapping- and pot replacement schedule. 
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Figure 1.1 The sampling process.  

The red dot represents the focus of this thesis in the sampling process. 

The main chemicals that are currently monitored in the pots are iron (Fe) and silicon (Si). 

Samples with holes may contain water because all collected samples are submerged in water 

for cooling. Samples with visible holes are thoroughly dried before analysis. However, some 

samples with minute holes can possibly evade such visual inspection. If water contaminates 

the analysis equipment it will distort the results. Such distorted results for silicon are quite 

noticeable, as being too high or low (Si ≥ 0.1 or Si ≤ 0.01).  

 

The average life cycle of a production pot is approximately five years. Samples from fairly 

old pots with sudden increase in iron content indicates that the melted aluminum has eroded 

the inner pot lining and has reached the main steel shell. Those pots need to be monitored 

more closely, because at some point the aluminum will eat through the pot shell and 

eventually cause an aluminum leakage. Such pots need to be replaced. Sampling frequency 

is increased for those suspected pots with elevated iron contents. A data-system identifies 

all raw measurements when iron and silicon contents are either above or below some pre-

defined limits and such samples are re-analyzed. 

1.3 Issues with the Sample Analysis  

The challenges of detecting faulty measurements of aluminum samples presents varying 

levels of difficulty. In some cases, it is clear that individual measurements are faulty, but in 

other cases the results are so similar to the previous ones that it can be complicated to detect 

whether it is the right sample or not. Another problem is that the results are uploaded 

unfiltered from the database into the systems which has caused some troubles in the past for 

many reasons: 

 

➢ The current data-system identifies all raw measurements when iron and silicon 

contents are either above or below some pre-defined limits and such samples are re-

analyzed. This is irrespective of faulty measurements and erroneous data entries and 

masks true outlier values. 
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➢ The samples can sometimes get mixed up somewhere between the collection spot 

and in the order which they are analyzed in the laboratory. When that occurs, the 

sample is not associated with the correct pot. Consequently, a pot with too high iron 

content would go unnoticed until too late or a wrong tapping schedule is 

implemented for that pot.  

 

➢ Samples of bad quality can distort the results. Sometimes the faulty measurements 

stand out very clearly. Such samples are readily picked out for re-analysis. However, 

in most cases faulty measurements can only be revealed with reference to 

background checking of previous results from that same pot. 

 

➢ Another problem concerns samples that are analyzed manually because data entries 

into the system are done by hand. The registration interface allows entries of data in 

any form into the database. As the data is then transferred to the analyzing systems, 

the programs may collapse, because part of the data is in the form of text-string 

instead of a number. 

1.4 Thesis Objective 

The objective of this project is to create a mathematical classification model capable to 

determine the likelihood that a sample measurement belongs to a single pot which it was 

registered as. The goal is to discern with acceptable level of confidence between faulty and 

true measurements. This project could be used as a first step to identify putatively faulty 

samples and correct the dataset before these are copied into the data systems and used in 

further analysis. That increases reliability and accuracy of the results and can also serve as 

a quality check of the dataset. 

 

The traditional classification method requires a training dataset including fully correct data 

to provide an accurate result. Unfortunately, there is no way of knowing if the sample that 

is analyzed is correctly registered or not, and therefore no perfect training data is available. 

In this study, a classification method will be used to estimate the probability that a measured 

sample value is correctly assigned to a particular pot, instead of being the result of a faulty 

measurement or that the pot labelling of the sample is incorrect. Three machine learning 

methods are considered to predict the classes of the production pots: Decision Tree (DT), 

Random Forest (RF) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 

 

In this thesis the following issues will be addressed: 

 

➢ Is it feasible to classify production pots into homogeneous groups based on sample 

measurements? 

 

➢ Which machine learning method is most efficient in predicting that a given 

measurement belongs to a particular pot?  

 

➢ Suggested implementation of a classification model as a part of the production 

process. 
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1.5 Thesis Structure 

The structure of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 introduces related work in the field of 

classification analysis and the aluminum production. Chapter 3 describes classification 

analysis and the machine learning methods that will be applied, along with a model 

performance evaluation used in this study. Chapter 4 describes available data and the first 

steps needed before applying the data to the models. Chapter 5 presents the results followed 

by discussion in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes with a summary of the study.  
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Chapter 2 

2Literature Review 

Manufacturing is one of the major industries that uses artificial intelligence and machine 

learning technologies to its greatest potential. These technologies can have significant 

impact to help cope with unexpected downtime, improved efficiency, worker safety and 

overall product quality [10]. This applies to the aluminum production industry and number 

of research demonstrate how machine learning can solve a broad spectrum of production 

obstacles [11]–[14]. However, it seems that no studies have dealt with the task of classifying 

the quality of aluminum production based on analysis of measurements of pot samples. 

 

Image classification has been a popular research material in the aluminium industry and used 

to unveil surface defects of the casted aluminum final product [11]–[14]. Image 

classification is a process within computer vision where a given set of images are classified 

as belonging to one set of predefined categories. It is a topic of pattern recognition based on 

contextual information in images and the focus is on the relationship of the nearby pixels. 

Usually, a multi-spectral data is used for the classification. Each pixel in the image is 

transformed to numerical value and then the spectral pattern within the data is used for 

categorization. The objective of image classification is to identify and portray the occurring 

features in an image, as a unique gray level or color, in terms of the object these features 

represent. Simply put, it extracts and recognizes patterns in the image and then categorizes 

the images according to the content, e.g., whether it contains a cat or a dog. Feature 

extraction is a part of the process where an algorithm is used to extract all the pixels from 

an image and then divides and reduces these into more manageable groups. This is called 

dimensionality reduction and is used to facilitate the analysis [15]. 

 

Surface defects of casted aluminum, the final product in aluminum smelters, are important 

factors when it comes to quality. The defect detection of aluminum profiles with traditional 

machine learning methods has proven to be especially difficult and have shortcomings, such 

as high rate of false alarms and low detection rate of surface defects [13]. The reason is that 

the texture of the aluminum surface is near-stochastic. Therefore, a rather complex machine 

learning image recognition methods have been studied and applied on a set of images taken 

of the surface of the aluminum profiles to detect defects on the surface. It has been shown 

that is not suitable to use statistical features extracted with the traditional methods such as 

the co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) [16] and Wavelet transform [17] algorithms in metal 

surface inspection. 

Chondronasios, Popov & Jordanov [11] developed a complicated computer vision-

based system for inspection of surface defects for extruded aluminum profiles. The study 

focused on two defects, blisters and scratches. The method requires that features are 
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extracted from the gradient magnitude (GOCM) of the image rather than the typical 

measures of GLCM, using a Sobel edge detector [18] to obtain the gradient magnitude of 

the image. A two-layer feed-forward ANN was used to classify the extracted features into 

three classes: non-defective, blister and scratch. The statistical features extracted from the 

original image (GLCM) were compared to the features extracted from the gradient 

magnitude (GOCM). The research showed that by using the GOCM features a much higher 

classification accuracy can be a achieved compared to the traditional method using the 

GLCM features. 

Xu, Liu & Ai [13] developed a complicated method called DST-KLPP which is a 

combination of Kernel Locality Preserving Projections (KLPP) and Shearlet transform [19]. 

Surface images of metals were decomposed with Shearlet transformation, which is a multi-

scale geometric analysis (MGA) [20] used to decompose images into different scales and 

directions. The KLPP was used as a method of dimension reduction to redundant 

information and improve the operating efficiency. The method was tested with samples of 

three different types of metal and a support vector machine (SVM) was used to classify the 

extracted features. A comparison was made between the results from the DST-KLPP method 

and four other methods: two traditional feature extraction methods, GLCM and Wavelet 

transform and two MGA methods, Curvelet and Contourlet transform. The DST-KLPP 

method provided the highest classification rate out of all the methods tested.  
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Chapter 3 

3Methods 

Several complex and intelligent mathematical techniques are available to extract valuable 

knowledge from large datasets. Machine learning algorithms are trained in a process, such 

that the model learns or recognizes the pattern in a data to make suitable predictions. When 

building such models, it is a common practice to apply several different methods and then 

compare the results. The ideology of the methods used in this study is to use a method called 

decision tree and use it as a benchmark for more complicated methods within the field of 

machine learning. This chapter is divided into two main parts: Classification analysis, where 

the method will be explained and how it will be used in this study, and secondly machine 

learning and the methods that will be applied with the goal of understanding the principle of 

how such models are built and work. 

3.1 Classification Analysis 

Classification analysis refers to the process of categorizing a given set of data into classes. 

In machine learning, the classification predictive modelling problem is where a discrete 

output variable is predicted for a given example of input data. The input data variables are 

commonly called features and the output data is often called classes, targets, labels, or 

categories. Predictive modeling is when data and statistics are used to predict outcomes of 

data models. The main goal is to identify into which class the data will fall. The classification 

method can be used to ask questions, predict behavior and make decisions, by using a 

mathematical technique based on decision trees, linear programming, neural network, and 

statistics [21], [22].  

 

Two common types of classification methods are binary classification and multi-class 

classification. The binary method refers to classification including only two class labels. 

Therefore, the output classes have either 0 or 1, meaning that one class is the true state, and 

the other class is the false state. Multi-class classification is when three or more class labels 

are included. Unlike binary classification, multi-class classification does not have the notion 

of true and false outcomes. Instead, input values are classified as belonging to one of a range 

of several known classes [23]. Traditionally, classification models predict the probability of 

a given input values from a continuous value range, as belonging to some designated output 

class. The probabilities can be interpreted as the likelihood that the given input values will 

belong to a particular class. A predicted probability for the input values can be converted 

into a single output value by selecting the target class with the highest probability [24]. 

Traditional classification methods require a training dataset including correct data. However, 
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in this study there is no way of knowing to what degree the samples are free of faulty 

measurements. Therefore, a classification method is used to estimate the probability that 

measured values are correct.  

3.2 Machine Learning Methods 

Machine learning algorithms can be split into supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement 

leaning. Supervised learning is used when the input and output variables are given and then 

the output is predicted using the labelled input data. Unsupervised learning is used when 

only the input data is given and then the output is predicted based on the pattern in the input 

data. Reinforcement learning is when the model learns in an interactive environment by trial 

and error using feedback from its own actions and experiences [25], [26]. In this project, the 

output variables are given, meaning the correct answers or predefined output classes are 

known. Therefore, machine learning algorithms based on supervised learning are applied on 

the dataset. 

 

The process of building a classification model with a machine learning algorithm can be 

divided into two parts, a training- and a testing step. Before the process begins, an 

experimental dataset is divided into a training- and test dataset. The training step involves 

using a machine learning model to establish a mapping between input values and the 

predefined output classes. The model iterates through the training data and identifies a 

pattern that explain the outcome and predicts the output classes. The process repeats itself, 

where each iteration helps the model to study the data pattern, until it has achieved the best 

possible outcome. Then it compares the predictions with the output that it should have 

produced, and the model is evaluated. Thereafter, the test step is implemented by letting the 

trained model make prediction on a data it has not seen before, the test dataset. The model 

again predicts the class labels on the test data and compares them to the output it should 

have produced and evaluates the model [27]. Then the two evaluations, from the test- and 

training datasets are compared. If the model performs as well on the test- and the training 

dataset, the model is likely to perform well on new data. If not, the model is said to be either 

overfitting or underfitting, meaning the model is either performing poorly on the training 

data or does not perform well on the evaluation data [28]. In those cases, the model parameter 

values might need to be adjusted to improve the training of the model or additional attributes 

created for the data. Once the model gives a satisfying result, it can be used to classify new 

data. In this project it was decided to use three well-known machine learning algorithms 

called Decision Tree, Random Forest, and Artificial Neural Network.  

3.2.1 Decision Tree 

The Decision Tree (DT) algorithm builds classification models in the form of a tree structure. 

The algorithm is used to classify a pattern from data by asking a series of questions about 

the data. The dataset is broken down into consistently smaller subsets while at the same time 

an associated DT is incrementally developed. The DT is simply a series of sequential 

decisions made to reach a specific result and the final result is a tree with decision nodes and 

leaf nodes [29]. 
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Figure 3.1 An illustration of a Decision Tree.  

(Source: Adapted from [29]) 

A DT is a set of nodes, connected by directional links or branches (Figure 3.1). The first 

node is called the root node and is typically displayed at the top. The leaf nodes do not split 

the data further, meaning they do not produce any additional nodes coming of them. They 

are the last leaves on the branch and therefore give the classification output. Nodes that are 

placed between the root and leaf nodes are called internal- or decision nodes. The root- and 

decision nodes make decisions about which branch to follow, and the appropriate branch 

leads to a subsequent descendant node [29]. The advantage of this method is simplicity. The 

main purpose of applying this method is not only to analyze the data, but to use it as a 

benchmark for the other two methods. 

3.2.2 Random Forest 

Random forest (RF) is one of the most popular machine learning algorithms for classification 

analysis. RF is a type of an ensemble method, which is based on a composition of multiple 

decision trees that are trained independently on a random subset of data. Each individual 

tree in the RF provides a class prediction of the input samples. The class predictions are 

calculated as the mean predicted class probabilities of the trees in the forest. The probability 

of each class in a single tree is the percentage of samples of the same class in a leaf node. 

Therefore, the class with the highest average class probability, or the class which is most 

often the result, becomes the final prediction of the model [29]. In machine learning, 

ensemble methods are when multiple learning algorithms are used to obtain better predictive 

performance than could be obtained from their base classifiers alone. RF uses a specific 

technique that applies bootstrap- and aggregation, or bagging, using CART (classification 

and regression trees) as base classifier [30]. 

3.2.3 Artificial Neural Network 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are complex models designed to simulate the way the 

human brain analyzes and processes information [31]. ANN models are typically organized 

in several different layers of nodes or neurons. The first layer of an ANN is called the input 

layer, followed by hidden layers and then finally the output layer. The inputs are independent 

variables with a real number weights, which are passed on to the neurons. Each neuron 

calculates the sum of the products of the weight and the inputs. Then the neuron passes the 

value through an activation function. The purpose of the activation function is to define the 

output value of the neuron given the input values. If the calculated value is above some 

threshold, the neuron is activated and passes the value on to the next layer. Otherwise, the 

neuron is deactivated, meaning that the output is not considered for the next hidden layer. 
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There are many types of ANN algorithms available, but currently one of the most used 

algorithm is the multi-layer perceptron algorithm (MLP), also known as feedforward neural 

network [32], [33]. 

  

Figure 3.2 Example of a two-layer Artificial Neural Network diagram.  

(Source: Adapted from [31]) 

3.3 Model Performance Evaluation 

Performance evaluation plays an important role when building a classification predictive 

model. For this study, a confusion matrix and the accuracy, precision, and recall metrics are 

used to evaluate the model performance [34]. A confusion matrix is an N x N matrix which 

is typically used to describe and visualize the performance of a supervised classification 

model, on a test dataset where the true values are known. In the case of simple binary 

classifier, it is a 2 x 2 table with four different combinations of predicted and actual values.  

   

Figure 3.3 Confusion matrix for binary classifier. 

A true positive (TP) is when the models predicted values are correctly predicted as actual 

positive and a true negative (TN) is when the models predicted values are correctly predicted 

as an actual negative. A false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) are used to determine 

how well the model performs in predicting the correct classification. A FP is when the 

models predicted values are incorrectly predicted as an actual positive and FN is when the 

models predicted values are incorrectly predicted as negative (Figure 3.3). The more values 

in main diagonal of TP and TN, the better the model performance is, whereas the values in 

the off-diagonal of FN and TN are indicator of erroneous model performance [34].  

 

A confusion matrix from a multi-class classification model is a table with more than four 

different combinations of predicted and actual values. They can become very large and 

therefore more complicated. For example, if the target classes are 5, it results in a matrix 
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with 25 different combinations of predicted and actual values. But it can be useful to 

determine mistake patterns and offers a guidance to correct them. From the confusion matrix, 

accuracy, precision and recall score can be inferred.  Confusion matrices visualize the 

accuracy of a model by comparing the actual class values and the classes the model 

predicted. The diagonal squares are correct predictions, and the off-diagonal squares are 

incorrect predictions [35]. 

Accuracy is the ratio of the number of correct predictions divided by the sum of correct and 

incorrect predictions [34]. The accuracy is calculated with the following equation:  

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃
 

Precision, also called positive predictive value (PPV), is the ratio of TP divided by the sum 

of TP and FP. The precision is the fraction of relevant instances among the retrieved instance 

and should be as high as possible [34]. The precision is calculated with the following 

equation: 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

Recall, also called sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR), is the ratio of TP divided by the 

sum of TP and FN. The recall is the fraction of relevant instances that were retrieved [34]. 

The recall is calculated with the following equation: 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

Classification accuracy is perhaps most commonly used to measure the performance of the 

model. But if there is a class imbalance in the dataset, accuracy alone could give a false 

image of the model performance. Class imbalance is when there is a significant disparity 

between the number of positive and negative labels. The main reason is that an 

overwhelming number of examples from the majority classes will suppress the minority 

classes. Nevertheless, that can allow a very unskillful model to achieve high accuracy scores 

[36]. Precision and recall are considered better metrics for evaluating class-imbalanced 

problems. In these cases, a metric called F1-score is more useful. The F1-score conveys the 

balance between the precision and recall [34]. The F1 score is calculated with the following 

equation: 

𝐹1 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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Chapter 4 

4Materials and Modelling 

The starting point in the process of building a predictive model is often said to be the most 

difficult. Normally, a real-world data must be pre-processed before applying it into an 

algorithm to make an effective model. Analyzing the data before starting the pre-processing 

can be useful to explore what underlying questions need to be answered. Understanding the 

nature of the available data, the variables, and their relationship is crucial. The focus of this 

chapter will be on the data and the first step when building a classification predictive model. 

First, the given data will be described and then pre-processed. Then appropriate variables 

are chosen to be applied in the modeling and lastly, it will be described how the data was 

standardized for the ANN method. 

4.1 Datasets 

The data that was used to build the classification models was provided by Norðurál, stored 

in a relational database. An SQL code was used to join data from two tables, one including 

measurements on chemical compositions and the other containing data information on pot 

generations, i.e., the dates when the pots where installed and taken out of operation. The 

combined data was imported to a separate database and Python program was then used to 

process and analyze the data. Earliest available data on pot generations were lacking 

important documentations to combine the table with the chemical measurement data table. 

This prevented data of being retrieved from before the year 2011. Meaning that sample 

measurements from the earliest production pots are either limited or not included in the data. 

The data therefore includes measurements for 10-year period: from the year 2011 through 

2020. The pot room has 520 pots in simultaneous operation and the lifetime of each pot is 

on the average 5 years. Pot replacement usually takes a few days. Therefore, the ten-year 

dataset contains sample measurements from 1.670 different pots, of which 520 were 

currently in operation when the data was harvested. Twice a week samples are routinely 

collected from each pot. Approximately 520 samples are taken from each pot over a five-

year operation time. However, as it turns out some pots tend to be unstable, which requires 

more frequent samplings. 

 

The models in this thesis are based on two datasets, both containing information on the 

sample origin, that were taken during a ten-year period. All measurements are marked with 

date and time and which type of equipment was used. Each sample is associated with a 

particular pot and its generation, i.e., when that pot was installed and taken out of operation. 
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However, the datasets include different number of chemical variables because the automated 

equipment measures much fewer chemicals than the manual equipment (See text in Table 

4.1 for further explanation). 

 

 

Table 4.1 The variables included in Dataset A and Dataset B. 

Dataset A consists of 25 chemical variables of 133.486 measurements and includes only 

measurements from the manual equipment. Dataset B consists of 3 chemical variables of 638.815 

measurements from both the automated and the manual equipment. 

  Dataset A Dataset B 

  Pot location Pot location 

 Pot generation Pot generation 

 Pot start date Pot start date 

 Pot end date Pot end date 

 Analysis date Analysis date 

 Analyzer equipment Analyzer equipment 

C
h

em
ic

a
ls

 

Iron Fe Fe 

Silicon Si Si 

Zinc Zn Zn 

Manganese Mn  

Magnesium Mg  

Copper Cu  

Nickel Ni  

Chromium Cr  

Lead Pb  

Tin Sn  

Titanium Ti  

Calcium Ca  

Natrium Na  

Phosphorus P  

Vanadium V  

Antimony Sb  

Gallium Ga  

Boron B  

Lithium Li  

Strontium Sr  

Cadmium Cd  

Mercury Hg  

Zirconium Zr  

Beryllium Be  

Aluminium Al  

Number of variables 31 9 

Number of measurements 133.486 638.815 
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4.2 Pre-Processing 

Pre-processing is often considered the most important step of a machine learning project. 

The step involves cleaning and preparing the data before feeding it into a predictive model 

algorithm. Predictions from incorrect, noisy, or unreliable data affects the ability of the 

model to learn and therefore lead to inaccurate or misleading results that impact system 

performance and reliability. The pre-processing was not so complicated since the datasets 

are relatively consistent. But the main task was to remove the outliers and few additional 

variables needed to be created. This section describes how the data was processed, which 

additional features were created or changed and how the outliers were handled. 

4.2.1 Exploratory Data Analysis 

Before creating a model, it is important to analyze the data to get an impression of the nature 

of the variables. To understand the data being dealt with it is helpful to first describe and 

summarize the datasets main characteristics using visual methods. Descriptive statistics 

refers to analyzing the data in a way it helps describe, visualize, and summarize the data in 

a meaningful way. These methods are used to show patterns in the given data and help with 

deciding how it needs to be processed before applying it into a machine learning model [37], 

[38]. Few variables from dataset B are plotted to demonstrate this since it contains more 

sample measurements than dataset A, but the data will be discussed as a whole. Each pot in 

the pot room can be thought of as a pot location. The Pot Location variable indicates which 

area the sample comes from and the pot number. Each location has many pot generations. 

Four pot locations, A39, B77, C98 and D51, were selected randomly from each area and 

plotted, along with their generations (Table 4.2).  

 

Table 4.2 Number of measurements from pot generations of four pot locations. 

Pot Location Gen. 1 Gen. 2 Gen. 3 Gen. 4 Gen. 5 Gen. 6 

A39 0 0 40 468 455 156 

B77 0 0 550 457 148  

C98 84 448 556 31   

D51 0 408 520 217   

 

 

The newest pots, have the highest generation numbers, and are currently in operation. Pot 

location A39 has 6 generations and B77 has 5 generations. C98 and D51 have both 4 pot 

generations (Table 4.2). The data does not contain any records of some pot generations and 

others have few records. The reason is that the records of sample measurements from before 

year 2011 were limited from the data collection due to insufficient information for pot 

generations when the data was retrieved. 

 

When concentration of a chemical in a sample is too low the analyzer equipment is unable 

to give significant value. Of the 25 chemicals that are measured, results from only 8 

chemicals are considered significant. However, measurements for all those 25 chemicals 
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could be nevertheless useful for the modelling. The reason for that is that even if the 

chemical concentration of some chemicals is not significant, the equipment always returns 

the same or similar values for those chemicals. A drastic change in those chemicals can be 

used as a good indicator of a fault in the analysis, malfunction in the equipment or the 

samples were incorrectly registered. Concentration values of iron (Fe) and silicon (Si) have 

been monitored from the beginning of the production and are highly significant indicators 

of the pot condition. These chemicals are plotted over time for the four selected pots. The 

colors represent different pot generation for each pot location. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Measurements of iron (Fe) contents in samples of different pot generations from four pot 

locations over time. 

 

The iron content in the pots tends to elevate just before the pots are taken out of operation 

and replaced (Figure 4.1). Samples from fairly old pots with sudden increase in iron content 

indicates that the melted aluminum has eroded the inner pot lining and has reached the main 

steel shell. Those pots are monitored more closely and eventually taken out of operation to 

prevent an aluminum leakage. 
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Figure 4.2 Measurements of silicon (Si) contents in samples of different pot generations from four pot 

locations over time. 

 

Newly installed pots tend to have higher silicon content at the very beginning but levels off 

over the next few weeks, which is a normal pattern for new pots (Figure 4.2). Therefore, pot 

age plays an important role for the classification model and because of that, a new variable 

was created for the datasets that indicates the age of the pot when the sample was analyzed. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Correlation between iron (Fe) and silicon (Si) contents in sample measurements of 

different pot generations from four pot locations. 

 

Measurements for iron and silicon are plotted on the same graph (Figure 4.3). For pot 

location A39 all pot generations show considerable stable measurements and are mostly 

within the acceptable limits of iron below 0.4 and silicon below 0.1. The same applies to pot 

locations B77 and D51, except for pot generation no. 3, and for pot location C98, excluding 

pot generation no. 2. 
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Some fluctuation in measurements is expected, but a few datapoints have substantially 

higher values. Such outliers can easily be picket out by hand. If water has contaminated 

samples, the analyzer equipment will return too low measurement values. Such faulty results 

(Si ≤ 0.01) do not stand out as outliers in the graphs. To create an effective classification 

model, the dataset needs to be cleared of any possible outliers. Datasets containing outliers 

will distort the learning ability of the model and its performance to return accurate results. 

However, the removal of outliers can be a complicated task. Even though the production 

pots generally behave in a similar way, the average of measured values from different pots 

differs as well. 

 

Box plot is a good tool to gain greater understanding of the nature of the data. Box plot is a 

graph that presents information from a five-number summary: the minimum, first quartile 

(Q1), median, third quartile (Q3) and maximum. The graph displays the outliers, indicates 

if the data is symmetrical or skewed, and how tightly the data is grouped. Plotting the 

probability density function (pdf) along with the box plot deepens understanding of the data 

distribution [39]. Box plot for the pot generations for each of the four pot locations was 

plotted. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Box plots of iron (Fe) contents in sample measurements from different pot generations 

from four pot locations. 

 

The box plots for the iron content indicate that the data has quite a number of outliers (Figure 

4.4). But it must be considered that iron tends to rise shortly before the pot is taken out of 

operation. Those datapoints are relatively few compared to the bulk of the data, that they 

appear as outliers in the box plot, although technically not all of them are outliers. To remove 

all those outliers would not be advisable as the increased iron content at the end of the pot 

production time is considered as an important part of model. 
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Figure 4.5 Box plots of silicon (Si) contents in sample measurements from different pot generations 

from four pot locations. 

Similar applies to the silicon content: it tends to be higher in the beginning of the pots 

production time and then it decreases over the first few weeks. These values are also 

considered important for the model. However, the box plot shows more clearly the outliers 

with too low silicon content, induced when a water contamination has distorted the 

measurement (Figure 4.5). 

 

The number of upper outliers in the dataset compared with few lower outliers indicate that 

the data is right skewed or positive skewed, meaning that the distribution has a long tail 

extending to the right [40]. The probability density distribution for the sum of all pot 

generations for each of the four pot locations was plotted.  

 

Figure 4.6 Density plots of iron (Fe) contents of sample measurements from different pot locations. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Density plot of silicon (Si) contents of sample measurements from different pot locations. 
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Data distributions for iron and silicon is clearly right skewed (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7) as 

shown by outliers in the box plots (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5). Furthermore, for positive 

skewed data the mean and the median are always greater than the mode, and in some cases 

the mean is greater than the median [40]. This holds for all pot locations except for silicon 

in B77 (Table 4.3).  

 

Table 4.3 Measurements of central tendency and variability for the sum of all pot generations for each 

of the pot locations. 

  
Mean Std Min Median Max Mode 

Fe 

A39 0.1047 0.0797 0.0010 0.0801 0.5154 0.0520 

B77 0.1409 0.1784 0.0028 0.0827 16.737 0.0645 

C98 0.1134 0.1037 0.0123 0.0824 10.608 0.0502 

D51 0.1198 0.1125 0.0010 0.0848 0.9239 0.0010 

Si 

A39 0.0348 0.0217 0.0105 0.0317 0.5328 0.0230 

B77 0.0366 0.0155 0.0010 0.0317 0.1278 0.0394 

C98 0.0376 0.0200 0.0051 0.0330 0.3244 0.0260 

D51 0.0305 0.0085 0.0010 0.0296 0.1789 0.0010 

 

 

The maximum values for iron in all pot generations combined at all pot locations are way too 

high, as being above 0.4, and the minimum values for silicon, being below 0.01, are also 

abnormal (Table 4.3). These are clearly outliers which need be removed. 

 

The ANN method is a parametric method meaning that it is mainly based on the assumptions 

on the distribution of the data; hence it is skew sensitive. The parametric method estimates 

the parameter, usually with the mean and standard deviation from the sample data and is used 

in the modelling framework. Furthermore, the mean of a normal distribution, often known as 

the Gaussian distribution, is not the same as the mean for a right skewed distribution, meaning 

it affects model performance. Therefore, the skewed data must be accounted for when 

constructing an ANN model. However, the DT and the RF algorithms are non-parametric 

methods, meaning they are insensitive to skewed data distributions which does not affect the 

model performance. Non-parametric methods do not use such distribution features for 

modelling. Tree based algorithms primarily take into account which variable or data splits 

brings in maximum difference between two branches, such that the data distribution of the 

values is irrelevant [41].  

4.2.2 Outliers 

Two well-known methods were tested to remove outliers from the data; the Interquartile 

Range Rule (IQR) [42] and the Empirical Rule, also referred to as the three-sigma rule [43]. 

Log transformation is often used to remove or reduce skewness in data. If the original data 

approximately follows a log-normal distribution, then the log-transformed data should also 

follow a normal distribution [40], [44]–[46]. Therefore, it was decided to also test the outlier 

removal methods with and without a log transformed data.  
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Figure 4.8 Correlation between iron (Fe) and silicon (Si) contents in sample measurements from 

different pot generations of four pot locations using log transformed data. 

 

The log transformed data shows a clearer pattern in the data (Figure 4.8). The outliers for 

the lowest values can now be seen as well as the highest values, which is hidden in the 

untransformed data (Figure 4.3).  

 

 

Figure 4.9 Density plot of iron (Fe) contents in sample measurements from different pot generations 

at four pot locations using log transformed data. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Density plot of silicon (Si) contents in sample measurements from different pot 

generations at four pot locations using log transformed data. 

The plotted probability density also shows how the log-transformation removes or reduces 

the skewness (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10). However, log transformation does not always 

reduce skewness. In some cases, applying the transformation can increase skewness 

compared to the original data [45]. Therefore, in the present study, skewness was examined 
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for every single chemical variable and in every case the skewness was reduced by using the 

log transformation. 

 

Table 4.4 Measurement of central tendency and variability for the sum of all pot generations for each 

of the pot locations of the log transformed data. 

  
Mean Std Min Median Max Mode 

Fe 

A39 -2.438 0.566 -6.908 -2.524 -0.663 -2.955 

B77 -2.307 0.723 -5.863 -2.492 0.515 -2.741 

C98 -2.408 0.622 -4.401 -2.496 0.059 -2.992 

D51 -2.357 0.649 -6.908 -2.467 -0.079 -6.908 

Si 

A39 -3.415 0.283 -4.553 -3.452 -0.629 -3.771 

B77 -3.379 0.383 -6.908 -3.451 -2.057 -3.234 

C98 -3.354 0.342 -5.273 -3.412 -1.126 -3.650 

D51 -3.524 0.294 -6.908 -3.519 -1.721 -6.9077 

 

 

The mean, standard deviation and the five-number summary were calculated for each 

chemical variable in both datasets, for each pot generation (1.670 pots in total), with and 

without the log transformation. Then the two outlier removal methods were applied on both 

datasets, with and without log transformation. For data without transformation, the 

Empirical method did not detect the lowest values for some chemicals but managed to 

remove appropriate amount of the higher values. The IQR method removed the lowest 

chemical values but removed far too many of the higher values, including some of the 

important indicator values, or more than 30% of the data. For the log transformed data, the 

IQR method managed again to remove the lowest values for all the chemicals, but still 

removed too much of the higher values. The Empirical method removed a good portion of 

the more distant outliers of the higher values and also the lowest values that are known to be 

false. Therefore, the Empirical method was chosen along with the log transformed datasets 

as it removed acceptable proportion of outliers. The outliers were considered to those values 

that were three standard deviation from the mean, as the Empirical rule indicates [43], and 

removed from the dataset (Table 4.5).  

 

Table 4.5 Proportion of outliers removed from dataset A and B. 

 Dataset A Dataset B 

Original number of measurements 133.481 638.815 

Number of outliers removed 
13.409 22.585 

(11.17%) (3.67%) 

Final number of measurements 120.077 616.230 

 

 

Since tree-based algorithms are insensitive to skewness [41], the log transformation of the 

datasets was not needed for the modelling. But since the ANN is skew sensitive the log 

transformed data was found to be more suitable because of more evenly distributed data, and 

the algorithm is considered to perform better on such distribution. 
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4.3 Variable Selection 

All the chemical variables in each dataset are used for the modelling. Additional variables 

considered important for the modelling are listed below and described. The additional 

variables are seven and the non-numerical variables were encoded into a numerical format. 

Some of them were pre-defined from the datasets that needed to be split up and others had 

to be inferred with calculations. 

Table 4.6 The data variables used for the modelling are split to targets and features. 

Target | No. of Targets Features 

Area | 4 Pot age 

Pot group | 5 Pot generation 

Pot groups within area | 16 Analyzer equipment 

Pot location | 520 All chemicals in each dataset 

 

 

The chosen data variables are split into target classes which is the output variable, and 

features which are the input variables of the model (Table 4.6). The models are built to 

predict the categorical target variables using the feature variables. For analytical purpose, it 

was decided that the datasets will be classified in four different ways, with the three machine 

learning algorithms. The experiment was performed with a partial hierarchy. First the 

classification analysis uses Area as the target class, secondly the Pot Groups, then the Pot 

Groups within the Area and lastly the Pot Location. 

 

Figure 4.11 An illustration of the pot room and how it is split up. 

There are 4 areas. Area A and B have 90 pots. Area C and D have 170 pots. There are 5 pot groups 

across the four areas of the pot room, each with 30-40 pot numbers. 

➢ Area: The pot room areas, A, B, C and D, started to operate with a few years apart. 

Meaning there could be difference in production between them. Therefore, a 

corresponding variable was needed to identify these as 4 groups, indicating the area 

where the samples are taken. 

➢ Pot group: The pots in each of the areas A-D started operation at different times. 

They were built in 5 phases, and a corresponding variable was needed to code this, 

by splitting the pot rooms crosswise into 5 groups.  
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➢ Pot groups within areas: For experimental reasons, a variable was created that 

combines the area and the pot groups indicating the pot group within the area, such 

that the pot room is split crosswise and lengthwise, into 16 groups.  

➢ Pot Location: This variable is a part of the original data and has 520 groups where 

each pot location indicates the pot number within area.  

➢ Pot generation: This variable is a part of the original data and has 7 groups where 

each indicates which pot generation the sample comes from. This variable combined 

with the pot location variable indicates a full identification of where the sample came 

from.  

➢ Analyzer equipment: This variable is a part of the original data and has 2 groups 

where each indicates the equipment used to analyze the samples.  

➢ Pot age: A numerical variable was created, calculated as the number of days between 

the pot starting date to the date when the sample is taken and analyzed.  

 

Tree based algorithms are considered to handle well categorical data. However, ANN does 

not work well with categorical data because it assumes that the category, which has been 

encoded into numerical values, with the highest number is the most important and therefore 

gives it more weight than categories with lower numbers [47]. Therefore, the categorical 

variables were made as dummy variables and used for all three methods. Dummy variable 

is a numeric variable that represents categorical data. The variable takes the value of 0 and 

1, indicating if the data belongs to that category or not. When there are more than two 

categories in a categorical variable,  it is represented by a set of dummy variables with one 

variable for each sub-category [48]. 

4.4 Feature Scaling 

When the features are spanning varying degrees of magnitude and range, a feature scaling 

needs to be applied. Feature scaling can have significant impact as some machine learning 

algorithms are extremely sensitive to those features e.g., ANN. When features have different 

scales, the algorithm might give features with higher magnitude higher weight, which can 

impact the model performance. However, tree-based algorithms are quite insensitive to the 

scale of the features because the tree branches splits at node based on a single feature and 

therefore not influenced by other features [49].  

 

The features (Table 4.6) needed to be scaled for the ANN method because the Chemical- 

and the Pot Age variables were spanning different degree of magnitude. Therefore, it was 

decided to scale feature columns with the MinMaxScaler function from Python’s Scikit-

learn library [50], but only for the ANN method. The scaler did not affect the underlying 

distribution of the log transformed data [51], [52]. 
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Chapter 5 

5Results 

Three machine learning methods were applied on two datasets and analyzed in four different 

ways, in a partial hierarchy. First the dataset is classified to area groups, secondly to pot 

groups, thirdly to pot groups within areas and lastly to pot location. Therefore, the total 

number of experiments is 24; twelve for each dataset or eight for each method. Python’s 

Scikit-Learn library package [53] was used to construct all the classification models using 

the library built-in functions; DecisionTreeClassifier, RandomForestClassifier, and 

MLPClassifier. The models were generated on the whole datasets by using 80% of the 

datasets for training and 20% of the datasets for testing. The hyper parameters for each 

algorithm were chosen beforehand for each method, and the GridSearchCV function from 

the Scikit-Learn package was used to search the parameter values. This was done separately 

for each of the four target classes for each dataset, for all the applied machine learning 

methods. Due to the size of the datasets, the grid search was very time consuming. To save 

time it was necessary to use for the grid search a reduced sample of 10.000 measurement of 

the training data for each dataset. The grid search was applied with 5-fold cross-validation. 

The cross-validation scores are used to estimate the models efficiency and the performances 

of the models are measured with respect to accuracy, recall and precision. The results are 

displayed graphically in a confusion matrix, plotted as a heatmap. The lower the compliance 

of the hierarchy of the target variables, the more classes it has and the more complex the 

confusion matrix gets. Of the several resulting plots, only those plots that show interesting 

pattern are presented in this thesis. The training of the DT models required short time, 

allowing for testing multiple combinations of parameter values. However, the training of the 

RF and ANN models were much more time consuming than the DT models. Therefore, it 

was decided to invest more time in the grid search on some of the chosen parameters that 

were considered more important. The parameters that were not applied to the grid search 

were given values instead. The parameters that were used for each classification algorithm 

are listed in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Parameters used for each classification algorithm. 

DecisionTreeClassifier RandomForestClassifier MLPClassifier 

criterion criterion activation 

max_features max_features learning_rate 

max_depth max_depth solver 

min_sample_split min_sample_split learning_rate_init 

max_leaf_nodes max_leaf_nodes max_iter 

 n_estimators hidden_layer_sizes 

 bootstrap  

 oob_score  

 

The bolded parameters are the ones that were given values, the other ones were cross 

validated. The parameter values for each of the 24 models can be viewed in Appendix A. 

The results for each experimental target variable are discussed in separate sections and the 

three machine learning methods are compared for the target variable. Then a variation of the  

RF and the ANN models using the Pot Location target variable is reapplied on the datasets. 

The last section includes a summary of all models. 

5.1 Target Variable: Area 

The Area variable represents the four pot rooms (A, B, C or D) from where the samples are 

taken. The RF model returns the highest score for all metrics, but the ANN gives relatively 

high score as well (Figure 5.1). Dataset A yields much higher performance scores than 

dataset B since dataset B contains much less information with fewer input variables than 

dataset A, which impacts the model performance. High precision is associated with a low 

false positive rate and the recall metric is the fraction of correctly predicted positive 

observations to all observations in actual class. The accuracy metric is useful when false 

positives and false negatives have similar costs. Since there is a balance between the 

precision and recall metrics, the accuracy metric is considered a good indicator for the 

performances of the models. 
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Figure 5.1 Summary of results from all models when the target variable is Area. 

 

The efficiency of the models is estimated with cross-validation scores from the grid search. 

The model with the highest cross-validation scores is estimated to perform best on new data. 

Since the difference between ANN and RF is only about 3.4%, the two models are rated as 

equals. The test- and train scores for all models are similar which indicates that the model is 

not overfitting or underfitting. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Confusion matrix of results from the RF model for dataset A when the target variable is 

Area. 

The confusion matrix reveals a clear difference between measurements from samples taken 

from each area (Figure 5.2). Areas A and B seem more similar than areas C and D. The 

model predicts more frequently that samples from area A are wrongfully from area B, rather 

than from areas C or D. One plausible reason for this is that construction and operation in 

the areas was implemented with a few years apart, which may have resulted in some 

differences in the chemical composition of the production. 
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5.2 Target Variable: Pot Group 

The Pot Group variable represents sorting of the pots into five groups that run transversely 

across the four pot rooms. The RF model yielded the highest scores for all metrics and the 

ANN was also with nearly as high scores as well (Figure 5.3). There is still a balance 

between the precision and recall metrics, meaning that the accuracy metric gives a good 

picture of the model performance.  The DT model performance is only half of the RF models. 

The reason is that the RF is an ensemble method, made up of multiple decision trees which 

allows the algorithm to obtain better predictive performance than could be obtained from 

their base classifiers alone, which is a decision tree.  

 

Figure 5.3 Summary of results from all models when the target variable Pot Group. 

 

The RF model resulted with the highest cross-validation scores for dataset A and B, but the 

ANN model scores are nearly the same. As before, the difference is so little that the models 

are rated as equally good. 

 

Figure 5.4 Confusion matrix of results from the RF model for dataset A when the target variable is 

Pot Group. 
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The confusion matrix reveals a clear a difference between measurements from samples taken 

from each pot group (Figure 5.4). A plausible reason for this is that construction and 

operation of pot groups was implemented in different phases with few years apart. However, 

there is no specific pattern in the confusion matrix that suggests that the model confuses 

some pot groups in any particular way. 

5.3 Target Variable: Pot Group within Area 

The Pot Group within Area variable comprises 16 groups, resulting from a crosswise and 

lengthwise splitting of the four pot rooms (Figure 4.11). The model performance scores for 

RF and ANN are almost the same (Figure 5.5). However, the RF performance is 5-10% 

lower, than is the case when the target variable is the Pot Group. The performance of the 

models in this section are expected to be at least equally good when the Pot Group variable 

was the target. The reason is that this target variable, Pot Group within Area, is a 

combination of the two target variables; the Area and the Pot Group, both of which resulted 

in higher performance scores. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Summary of results from all models when the target variable is Pot Group within Area. 

 

However, the ANN model performs equally well for dataset A as when the target variable 

was Pot Group, but lower performance for dataset B. The reason that the models do not 

perform as well is most likely random combination with obtaining better parameter values. 

However, the ANN model for dataset A shows that it is possible to obtain equally good 

results for this target variable if the parameter values are thoroughly grid searched. The 

confusion matrices for the RF and ANN models are nearly identical and show a clear 

diagonal line pattern comprising of 16 groups (Figure 5.6)  
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Figure 5.6 Confusion matrix of results from the ANN model for dataset A when the target variable is 

Pot Group within Area. 

 

Classification of sample measurements into these 16 groups show an interesting pattern 

difference in the confusion matrix between the DT model and the RF and ANN models. The 

DT model shows vertical lines while the RF and ANN models shows more of a diagonal 

pattern (Figure 5.7). The results displayed in the confusion matrices shows how the simpler 

method (DT) is clearly not as effective as the more complicated methods (RF and ANN).  

 

        

Figure 5.7 Confusion matrices of results from the DT and ANN models for dataset B when the target 

variable is Pot Group within Area. 

The figure shows different pattern between the DT and the ANN model for dataset B. The RF and ANN models 

were almost identical. 

 

The RF and ANN models groups together the areas as shown in the confusion matrix (Figure 

5.7), in a similar way as when the target class was Area (Figure 5.2). There is a clear pattern 

showing that the algorithm confuses measurements from areas A and B on one hand and C 

and D on the other hand. The ANN and RF models return nearly identical results and are 

rated as equally good predictors of new data.  
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5.4 Target Variable: Pot Location 

The Pot Location variable comprises 520 groups, each corresponding to a particular pot 

location. The models in this section show a higher difference between the performance 

metrics for the three models (Figure 5.8). Recall is lower in most cases compared to the 

precision and accuracy, indicating that the models are now less likely to predict a correct 

target class. The ANN and RF model have little difference between them again and therefore 

the two methods are rated as equally good to predict on new data. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Summary of results from all models when the target variable is Pot Location. 

 

When false positive and false negatives have different costs, the F1-score is a better 

performance measure than the accuracy. The accuracy metric for dataset A provides a 

slightly false image of the model performance since the F1-scores for the DT and RF models 

are 5.9-6.7% lower than the accuracy, but the ANN has 1.9% lower F1-score (Table 5.2). 

Dataset B has almost no difference and therefore the accuracy can still be used as a 

performance metric. 

 

Table 5.2 Difference between Accuracy and F1-score when the target variable is Pot Location. 

  Accuracy F1-score Difference 

Dataset A 

DT 14,1% 7,4% -6,7% 

ANN 61,9% 59,9% -1,9% 

RF 62,0% 56,1% -5,9% 

Dataset B 

DT 3,3% 3,6% 0,3% 

ANN 8,9% 9,4% 0,5% 

RF 10,8% 11,0% 0,2% 
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Figure 5.9 Confusion matrix of results from the RF model for dataset A when the target variable is 

Pot Location. 

 

Classifying the sample measurements to 520 categories is a complicated computational task. 

The production pots operate nearly uniformly, and corresponding sample measurements are 

expected to show very little variations. Although 62% accuracy is generally not very high 

model performance, it is high enough to offer various ways to implement the project. There 

is a possibility to obtain better performance with more thorough grid search on parameter 

values. The ANN method results with the highest F1-score for dataset A, but the RF method 

resulted with higher score for dataset B. The difference between the cross-validation scores 

from the RF and ANN models are insignificant. 

5.5 Classifying the Samples 

The results presented in previous chapters are based on the traditional classification methods. 

The algorithm predicts the target classes for the input variables. For each target class a value 

is calculated, which indicates the likelihood that a sample measurement belongs to a certain 

class. The model selects the class with the highest score and compares with the actual target 

class. If the predicted and the actual target class is the same, then the prediction is correct, if 

otherwise it is deemed to be false. The RF and ANN models show similar model performance 

for the Pot Location variable, with accuracy around 62% which is quite good considering that 

the number of classes are 520. However, 62% accuracy means that almost 40% of the samples 

are marked as false which is not practical. As an attempt to improve this, it was decided to 

apply a certain variation of the classification method using the Pot Location target variable, 

but only for the RF and ANN methods. Instead of using a single class with the highest 

predicted value, a range of classes with the top highest predictions are used. The actual class 

is compared to this class range and if it falls within that range, it is estimated as correct. 

Therefore, this variation of the classification method is that the predictions from the model 

are now classified into two classes, correct or false, also known as a binary classification. A 

range of the top 5%-25% highest predicted classes were tested. The score is calculated as the 

proportion of samples that are present within the range of the top highest classes with 

reference to all classes. The calculated score is used to estimate performances of the models 

(Figure 5.10). 
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Figure 5.10 Results from the modified classification method. 

The modified model is based on binary classification approach. The method uses predicted values for 

all 520 pot locations, and these are classified into two classes (true or false) according to the size of 

the predicted values. The top 1 predicted class (0.19%) scores 62% which is the accuracy from the 

original model based on multi-class classification with the target variable as Pot Location. 

When using the top 5% highest predicted classes (26 classes), the performance of the models 

applied on dataset A increases from 62% to about 90% for the RF model and close to 85% 

for the ANN model (Figure 5.10). When using the top 10% highest predicted classes (52 

classes) of dataset A, the performance increases to around 95% for both RF and ANN model, 

but after that the performance improves slowly when the range of the highest classes is 

widened. When using the top 5% of the highest classes for dataset B, the performance of both 

models increases from around 10% to 55%. When adding more classes (10%-25%) the model 

performance for dataset B increases rapidly and reaches 90% when the number of highest 

predicted classes are 25%. 

5.6 Summary of Results 

The aim of this project was to test if it was possible to classify the sample measurements in 

520 homogeneous groups, the pot locations, by using machine learning methods. The three 

machine learning methods were applied on actual datasets and then compared to choose 

which method would be most feasible for further testing and practical use in the production 

line. The task of implementing 24 machine learning models was very time consuming, and 

although a great emphasis was placed on finding good parameter values, they are not 

necessarily the best values. These values are more intended to obtain an acceptably good 

models for comparison. 
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Figure 5.11 Summary of results from all models applied on datasets A and B. 

 

This study shows that machine learning techniques are to some extent capable of classifying 

the sample measurements into different groups using the traditional classification method. 

Additionally, it is evident that the number of variables is extremely important, as dataset A 

gives much better results than dataset B for all methods. The RF and ANN models gave 

nearly identical results for all target variables and are therefore considered equal. The DT 

model did not perform as well as the ANN and RF models. For dataset A, when the target 

variable is Area or Pot Group, the RF model performance is highest, but the ANN model 

performance is very similar. When the target variable is Pot Group within Area the RF and 

ANN models are equal. However, the RF model scores are about 5% lower than when the 

target variable is Pot Group, but the ANN model scores stay the same. The reason for this 

could be the parameter values. Making a grid search of values for the RF model is relatively 

simpler than for the ANN model. The higher performance of the RF models constructed with 

Area and Pot Group as target variables could be a result of a random choice of the parameter 

values. As demonstrated, applying a variation of the classification method allows for 

increased model performances for the Pot Location target variable. However, dataset B 

would need a wider range of the top highest predicted classes than dataset A e.g., Dataset A 

needs to include the top 10% of the highest predicted classes to gain 95% model performance 

but dataset B needs to include the top 20-25% to gain 90% model performance (Figure 5.10). 
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Chapter 6 

6Discussion 

Further preparations are needed before machine learning methods are integrated as a part of 

the larger monitoring and production system. The current process of obtaining 

measurements is too vulnerable to human mistakes which may mask the true outlier data. 

This can be remedied by implementing more standardized and automated procedures. A few 

simple improvements on the sampling process and subsequent update on measuring 

procedures and data recording could significantly reduce erroneous data recordings. The 

registration interface of the manual equipment allows entries of data of an unsuitable form 

into the database. This type of errors could be eliminated by with a predefined selection list 

built into the user interface. A rule could also be created that displays an error if a wrong 

format is typed in specific fields, e.g., if a text-string is entered in a numeric field. This would 

prevent data analyzing systems from collapsing and improve reliability of the sample 

measurements. Training of employees that analyze the samples could be enhanced, to 

improve their vigilance for odd measurement values that are possibly distorted because of 

water contaminations. 

 

The datasets do not provide a perfect training data. Therefore, instead of using the predicted 

target class with the highest probability as a result, the method can be used to estimate the 

probability that the measured sample value is correctly assigned to a particular pot, instead 

of being the result of a faulty measurement or an incorrect labelling of pot location of a 

sample. For the machine learning methods to work properly, an automatic outlier removal 

method of faulty measurements must be implemented as well. The machine learning 

algorithm must have a good quality training dataset on standby. The training set should also 

be updated regularly with the newest measurements to ensure accurate predictions.  

 

The objective of this thesis is to determine if it is feasible to classify production pots into 

homogeneous groups based on sample measurements using machine learning methods. The 

results that are based on the traditional classification methods were presented in Chapters 

5.1-5.4. The RF and ANN models showed similar model performance for the Pot Location 

variable, with accuracy around 62% which is reasonably good considering that the number 

of classes are 520. However, 62% accuracy means that almost 40% of the samples are 

marked as false which is not practical. The results presented in Chapter 5.5 are the key 

findings of this theses, where a certain variation of the classification method is applied. A 

binary classification on the results on the model predictions of the Pot Location variable is 

used to determine if the actual target class is within the range of the top highest predicted 

classes. This improved considerably the performance of the models. The production pots 
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behave in a similar way and the measured values of the chemical components of the samples 

can often be quite similar. Therefore, it was expected that the models would not receive 

acceptably high performance with the traditional classification method. The applied variant 

of the classification method shows that the models can be used to determine if the samples 

are qualified to be entered into the data analysis systems or not, rather than to determine 

exactly from which production pot the samples originated from. The samples that are not 

within the range of the top highest predicted classes are considered abnormal, which calls 

for either re-analysis of those samples or a collection of new samples from the suspected 

pots. This approach makes it possible to determine more precisely which samples are correct 

and which are not. 

 

Since the model performance of the traditional classification method for the Pot Location 

variable is rather low, the implemented solution could be a mix of many. Implementing a 

system that is applied in a hierarchy is also possible, as was done in this study. That could 

help improving the model performance of the modified binary classification method of using 

a reduced number of highest classes. The algorithm could begin with predicting which area 

the sample came from. If the area is predicted incorrectly, then the measurement would be 

flagged. If the area is predicted correctly, then in this respect the classification method could 

be developed further. Then the algorithm could predict from which Pot Group within Area 

the sample is from. Lastly, the pot location could be predicted. Since the model performance 

of the traditional classification have considerably decreased, the applied variant of the 

classification method could be used instead where the sample is estimated correct if it falls 

within to a range of the top highest predicted classes. Another solution could be to add more 

variables to the models constructed with the Pot Location target variable e.g., the Area and 

Pot Group variables or even the Pot Group within Area variables, to test if the model 

performance improves. 

 

The models applied with the traditional classification method on dataset A, comprising 25 

chemical measurements, resulted in better model performance than for dataset B, which 

contains measurements of 3 chemicals. This is a considerable drawback as it requires that 

different models are needed to be implemented for the manual and the automated equipment. 

The model for dataset B, which resulted in much lower performance, would have to be 

implemented for the automated equipment. The automated equipment is used to analyze the 

majority of the samples. The results from the variant of the classification models applied on 

dataset B showed that a wider range of the top highest predicted classes is needed than for 

dataset A. For example, the results presented in Chapter 5.5 indicate that the top 10% of the 

520 pot locations are needed to be included for dataset A to gain 95% model performance 

but dataset B needed to include the top 20-25% of the 520 pot locations to gain 90% model 

performance (Figure 5.10). However, if there is a possibility to update the automated 

equipment so that it measures up to 25 chemical contents, like the manual equipment, it 

could solve or greatly minimize this problem. The manual equipment is used by several 

people from many departments within the company. Therefore, the data generated with the 

manual equipment is more vulnerable to erroneous data entries compared to data generated 

with the automated equipment. The model trained on dataset A would therefore be useful 

for the manual equipment. 

 

The model performance of either the RF or ANN models needs to be explored in further 

detail. A more thorough and systematic search for the best parameter values should be done 

to improve the model performance. Proper feature selection is also an important factor for 
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the performance of machine learning models. The feature importance was tentatively 

evaluated for the RF and the DT models and showed that the features in the data are not 

equally relevant. However, in this study all the features were used so that their performances 

were comparable. The drawback of not reducing the features is that it lessens the probability 

of finding the best available model for the dataset, even though an adequate model is 

revealed for limited dataset. Reducing the features could improve the speed and the 

performance of the models. 
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Chapter 7 

7Conclusions 

The main findings of this study are that it is attainable to classify production pots that are 

currently in operation into homogeneous groups based on several variables, especially on 

chemical measurements and number of days the pot has been operating. However, high 

number of classes renders the model performance rather low and therefore the traditional 

classification method needs be modified and applied in a hierarchy.  Furthermore, it is shown 

that by transforming the data to logarithmic scale, a better proportion of outliers are 

removed, and the ANN model works better with it. The DT model did not perform as well 

as the RF and ANN models and therefore it was not considered further. The RF and ANN 

models showed little difference and are considered equally good. However, the models 

applied on dataset A performed much better than those applied on dataset B, since dataset A 

comprises of more variables than dataset B.  For the classification machine learning methods 

to work properly, it is imperative that an automatic outlier removal method of faulty 

measurements is implemented as well.  
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Appendix B - Python Code 

Listing B.1: Code that log-transforms the data and calculates the percentiles for all 

chemicals for each pot location. 
 

#Transforming datasets to log-scale 

Chem_columns = 

['Fe','Si','Zn','Cu','Mn','Mg','Ni','Cr','Pb','Sn','Ti','Ca','Na','P','V','Sb','Ga'

,'B','Li','Sr','Cd','Hg','Zr','Be','Al'] 

DatasetA = Dataset.dropna(subset=Chem_columns[-22:]) 

DatasetB = Dataset.drop(Chem_columns[-22:], axis = 1) 

DatasetA_log = DatasetA.copy() 

A_to_log = np.log(DatasetA_log[Chem_columns]) 

DatasetA_log[Chem_columns] = A_to_log 

DatasetB_log = DatasetB.copy() 

B_to_log = np.log(DatasetB_log[Chem_columns[:3]]) 

DatasetB_log[Chem_columns[:3]] = B_to_log 

 

#Creating tables with percentiles over each generation 

outlier_columns = 

['PotGeneration','Fe','Si','Zn','Cu','Mn','Mg','Ni','Cr','Pb','Sn','Ti','Ca','Na','

P','V','Sb','Ga','B','Li','Sr','Cd','Hg','Zr','Be','Al'] 

outliers_A = DatasetA_log.copy() 

outliers_A = outliers_A[outlier_columns] 

outliers_A = outliers_A.sort_values(by = ['PotGeneration'], ascending = [True]) 

outliers_A = outliers_A.groupby(['PotGeneration'], 

as_index=True).describe(percentiles = [0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95]) 

outliers_A.columns = outliers_A.columns.map('_'.join) 

outliers_A = outliers_A.reset_index() 

DatasetA_log = pd.merge(DatasetA_log, outliers_A) 

outliers_B = DatasetB_log.copy() 

outliers_B = outliers_B[outlier_columns[:4]] 

outliers_B = outliers_B.sort_values(by = ['PotGeneration'], ascending = [True]) 

outliers_B = outliers_B.groupby(['PotGeneration'], 

as_index=True).describe(percentiles = [0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95]) 

outliers_B.columns = outliers_B.columns.map('_'.join) 

outliers_B = outliers_B.reset_index() 

DatasetB_log = pd.merge(DatasetB_log, outliers_B) 

 

 

Listing B.2: Code to remove outliers with the Empirical Rule. 
 

#Removing outliers from dataset A with the 3std method 

outlier_A = [] 

A_log = DatasetA_log.copy() 

for i in range(len(A_log)): 

    Fe = A_log['Fe'][i] 

    Fe_upper = A_log['Fe_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Fe_std'][i] 

    Fe_lower = A_log['Fe_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Fe_std'][i] 

     

    Si = A_log['Si'][i] 

    Si_upper = A_log['Si_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Si_std'][i] 

    Si_lower = A_log['Si_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Si_std'][i] 
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    Zn = A_log['Zn'][i] 

    Zn_upper = A_log['Zn_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Zn_std'][i] 

    Zn_lower = A_log['Zn_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Zn_std'][i] 

     

    Cu = A_log['Cu'][i] 

    Cu_upper = A_log['Cu_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Cu_std'][i] 

    Cu_lower = A_log['Cu_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Cu_std'][i] 

     

    Mn = A_log['Mn'][i] 

    Mn_upper = A_log['Mn_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Mn_std'][i] 

    Mn_lower = A_log['Mn_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Mn_std'][i] 

     

    Mg = A_log['Mg'][i] 

    Mg_upper = A_log['Mg_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Mg_std'][i] 

    Mg_lower = A_log['Mg_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Mg_std'][i] 

     

    Ni = A_log['Ni'][i] 

    Ni_upper = A_log['Ni_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Ni_std'][i] 

    Ni_lower = A_log['Ni_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Ni_std'][i] 

     

    Cr = A_log['Cr'][i] 

    Cr_upper = A_log['Cr_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Cr_std'][i] 

    Cr_lower = A_log['Cr_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Cr_std'][i] 

     

    Pb = A_log['Pb'][i] 

    Pb_upper = A_log['Pb_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Pb_std'][i] 

    Pb_lower = A_log['Pb_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Pb_std'][i] 

     

    Sn = A_log['Sn'][i] 

    Sn_upper = A_log['Sn_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Sn_std'][i] 

    Sn_lower = A_log['Sn_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Sn_std'][i]     

     

    Ti = A_log['Ti'][i] 

    Ti_upper = A_log['Ti_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Ti_std'][i] 

    Ti_lower = A_log['Ti_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Ti_std'][i] 

     

    Ca = A_log['Ca'][i] 

    Ca_upper = A_log['Ca_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Ca_std'][i] 

    Ca_lower = A_log['Ca_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Ca_std'][i] 

     

    Na = A_log['Na'][i] 

    Na_upper = A_log['Na_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Na_std'][i] 

    Na_lower = A_log['Na_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Na_std'][i] 

     

    P = A_log['P'][i] 

    P_upper = A_log['P_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['P_std'][i] 

    P_lower = A_log['P_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['P_std'][i] 

     

    V= A_log['V'][i] 

    V_upper = A_log['V_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['V_std'][i] 

    V_lower = A_log['V_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['V_std'][i] 

     

    Sb = A_log['Sb'][i] 

    Sb_upper = A_log['Sb_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Sb_std'][i] 

    Sb_lower = A_log['Sb_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Sb_std'][i] 

     

    Ga = A_log['Ga'][i] 
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    Ga_upper = A_log['Ga_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Ga_std'][i] 

    Ga_lower = A_log['Ga_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Ga_std'][i] 

     

    B = A_log['B'][i] 

    B_upper = A_log['B_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['B_std'][i] 

    B_lower = A_log['B_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['B_std'][i] 

     

    Li = A_log['Li'][i] 

    Li_upper = A_log['Li_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Li_std'][i] 

    Li_lower = A_log['Li_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Li_std'][i] 

     

    Sr = A_log['Sr'][i] 

    Sr_upper = A_log['Sr_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Sr_std'][i] 

    Sr_lower = A_log['Sr_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Sr_std'][i] 

     

    Cd = A_log['Cd'][i] 

    Cd_upper = A_log['Cd_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Cd_std'][i] 

    Cd_lower = A_log['Cd_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Cd_std'][i] 

     

    Hg = A_log['Hg'][i] 

    Hg_upper = A_log['Hg_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Hg_std'][i] 

    Hg_lower = A_loge['Hg_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Hg_std'][i] 

     

    Zr = A_log['Zr'][i] 

    Zr_upper = A_log['Zr_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Zr_std'][i] 

    Zr_lower = A_log['Zr_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Zr_std'][i] 

     

    Be = A_log['Be'][i] 

    Be_upper = A_log['Be_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Be_std'][i] 

    Be_lower = A_log['Be_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Be_std'][i] 

     

    Al = A_log['Al'][i] 

    Al_upper = A_log['Al_mean'][i] + 3 * A_log['Al_std'][i] 

    Al_lower = A_log['Al_mean'][i] - 3 * A_log['Al_std'][i] 

  

     

    if Fe < Fe_lower or Fe > Fe_upper or Si < Si_lower or Si > Si_upper  

 or Zn<Zn_lower or Zn>Zn_upper or Cu < Cu_lower or Cu > Cu_upper  

 or Mn< Mn_lower or Mn > Mn_upper or Mg<Mg_lower or Mg>Mg_upper  

 or Ni < Ni_lower or Ni> Ni_upper or Cr < Cr_lower or Cr > Cr_upper  

 or Pb<Pb_lower or Pb>Pb_upper or Ti < Ti_lower or Ti > Ti_upper  

 or Ca< Ca_lower or Ca > Ca_upper or Na<Na_lower or Na>Na_upper  

 or Sn < Sn_lower or Sn > Sn_upper or P<P_lower or P>P_upper   

 or V<V_lower or V>V_upper or Sb<Sb_lower or Sb>Sb_upper  

 or Ga < Ga_lower or Ga > Ga_upper or B<B_lower or B >B_upper  

 or Li < Li_lower or Li > Li_upper or Sr < Sr_lower or Sr> Sr_upper  

 or Cd<Cd_lower or Cd>Cd_upper or Hg < Hg_lower or Hg > Hg_upper  

 or Zr < Zr_lower or Zr > Zr_upper or Be<Be_lower or Be>Be_upper  

 or Al<Al_lower or Al>Al_upper: outlier_A.append(1) 

    else: outlier_A.append(0) 

         

A_log['outlier_A'] = outlier_A 

outlier_A2 = A_log[['PotGeneration', 'AnalysisDate', 'outlier']] 

DatasetA_log = pd.merge(DatasetA_log[DatasetA_log.columns[:-251]],outlier_A2) 

DatasetA = pd.merge(DatasetA,outlier_A2) 

 

#Removing outliers from dataset B with the 3std method 

outlier_B = [] 

B_log = DatasetB_log.copy() 
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for i in range(len(B_log)): 

    Fe = Dataset_finale['Fe'][i] 

    Fe_upper = B_log['Fe_mean'][i] + 3*B_log['Fe_std'][i] 

    Fe_lower = B_log['Fe_mean'][i] - 3*B_log['Fe_std'][i] 

     

    Si = Dataset_finale['Si'][i] 

    Si_upper = B_log['Si_mean'][i] + 3*B_log['Si_std'][i] 

    Si_lower = B_log['Si_mean'][i] - 3*B_log['Si_std'][i] 

     

    Zn = Dataset_finale['Zn'][i] 

    Zn_upper = B_log['Zn_mean'][i] + 3*B_log['Zn_std'][i] 

    Zn_lower = B_log['Zn_mean'][i] - 3*B_log['Zn_std'][i] 

 

    if Fe < Fe_lower or Fe > Fe_upper or Si < Si_lower or Si > Si_upper or 

Zn<Zn_lower or Zn>Zn_upper: outlier_B.append(1) 

    else: outlier_B.append(0) 

         

B_log['outlier_B'] = outlier_B 

outlier_B2 = B_log[['PotGeneration', 'AnalysisDate', 'outlier']] 

DatasetB_log = pd.merge(DatasetB_log[DatasetB_log.columns[:-31]],outlier_B2) 

DatasetB = pd.merge(DatasetB,outlier_B2) 

 

#removing the rows marked as outliers to be used for the modelling. 

DatasetA_log = DatasetA_log[DatasetA_log['outlier']==0].copy() 

DatasetB_log = DatasetB_log [DatasetB_log ['outlier']==0].copy() 

DatasetA = DatasetA[DatasetA['outlier']==0].copy() 

DatasetB = DatasetB[DatasetB['outlier']==0].copy() 

 

 

Listing B.3: Function to split the datasets to train and test data. 
 

def splitdataset(data, feature_cols, target):  

        X = data[feature_cols] 

        Y = target 

         

        X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X,Y,test_size = 0.2,  

       random_state = 100)  

 

        return X, Y, X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test  

 

 

 

Listing B.4: Function to find the best parameter values for the Decision Tree model 
 

def dtree_grid_search(data, feature_cols, target): 

     X, Y, X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = splitdataset(data, feature_cols,  

        target) 

     

    samp = X_train.copy() 

    samp['y_train'] = y_train 

    samp = samp.sample(10000) 

    y_gridsearch = samp.iloc[:,-1:].head() 

    X_gridsearch = samp.iloc[:,:-1].head() 

     

    param_grid = {'criterion':['gini','entropy'], 

                  'max_features' : ['sqrt', 'log2','None'], 

                  'max_depth': np.arange(5,20,5), 
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                  'max_leaf_nodes' : np.arange(10,200,10), 

                  'min_samples_split' : np.arange(10,200,10)} 

 

    dtree_model = DecisionTreeClassifier() 

    dtree_gscv = GridSearchCV(dtree_model,param_grid,cv=5,scoring='f1_macro') 

    dtree_gscv.fit(X_gridsearch, y_gridsearch) 

     

    return dtree_gscv.best_params_, dtree_gscv.best_score_ 

 

 

 

Listing B.5: Function to find the best parameter values for the Random Forest 

model. 
 

def rforest_grid_search(data, feature_cols, target): 

    X, Y, X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = splitdataset(data, feature_cols,  

        target) 

     

    samp = X_train.copy() 

    samp['y_train'] = y_train 

    samp = samp.sample(10000) 

    y_gridsearch = samp.iloc[:,-1:].head() 

    X_gridsearch = samp.iloc[:,:-1].head() 

     

    param_grid = {'criterion':['gini','entropy'],   

                  'max_features' : ['sqrt', 'log2'],  

                  'max_depth': np.arange(10,20,5),     

                  'min_samples_split' : np.arange(1,12,3),  

                  'max_leaf_nodes' : np.arange(1500,2100,170), 

                  'n_estimators' : np.arange(85,250,40),   

                  'oob_score' : [True], 

                  'bootstrap' : [True] 

    } 

    rforest_model = RandomForestClassifier() 

    rforest_gscv = GridSearchCV(rforest_model, param_grid, cv=5,scoring='f1_macro') 

    rforest_gscv.fit(X_gridsearch, y_gridsearch) 

     

    return rforest_gscv.best_params_, rforest_gscv.best_score_ 

 

Listing B.6: Function to find the best parameter values for the Artificial Neural 

Network model. 

 

def MLP_grid_search(data, feature_cols, target):     

    X, Y, X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = splitdataset(data,feature_cols, 

        target) 

     

    samp = X_train.copy() 

    samp['y_train'] = y_train 

    samp = samp.sample(10000) 

    y_gridsearch = samp.iloc[:,-1:].head() 

    X_gridsearch = samp.iloc[:,:-1].head() 

     

    scaler = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=[0, 1]) 

    X_gridsearch = scaler.fit_transform(X_gridsearch) 

     

    param_grid = { 

        'hidden_layer_sizes':  

  [x for x in product(range(200,500,50), range(200,500,50))], 
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        'learning_rate_init': [0.01,0.02,0.04], 

        'max_iter': np.arange(100,300,50), 

        'learning_rate': ['adaptive'], 

        'activation': ['relu'], 

        'solver': ['sgd'], 

         

    } 

    mlpModel=MLPClassifier() 

    mlpModel_gscv = GridSearchCV(mlpModel, param_grid, cv=5, scoring='f1_macro') 

    mlpModel_gscv.fit(X_gridsearch, y_gridsearch)  

     

    return mlpModel_gscv.best_params_, mlpModel_gscv.best_score_ 

 

 

 

Listing B.7: Function for the Decision Tree model. 
 

def decisionTree(data, feature_cols, target, crit, maxfeat, maxdepth, minsamsplit, 

mnodes):     

    X, Y, X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = splitdataset(data, feature_cols,  

        target) 

 

    clf = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion = crit,  

                                 max_depth = maxdepth,  

                                 max_features = maxfeat,  

                                 max_leaf_nodes = mnodes,  

                                 min_samples_split = minsamsplit,  

                                 random_state = 100)  

    clf.fit(X_train, y_train) 

    y_pred = clf.predict(X_test)  

    cm = confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred) 

     

    train_score = clf.score(X_train,y_train) 

    test_score = clf.score(X_test,y_test) 

         

    print("Predicted values:",y_pred) 

    print ("Accuracy : ", accuracy_score(y_test,y_pred)) 

    print("Precision :", precision_score(y_test, y_pred, average='macro')) 

    print("Recall :", metrics.recall_score(y_test, y_pred,  average='macro')) 

    print ("Missclassification Rate : ", 1-accuracy_score(y_test,y_pred)) 

    print('test score:', test_score) 

    print('train score:', train_score) 

     

    #plotting heatmap, confusion matrix with a function not included in Appendix B. 

    categories = list(target.unique()) 

    make_confusion_matrix(cm, group_names=None,categories=categories, cmap='Blues') 

 

 

Listing B.8: Function for the Random Forest model. 
 

def randomforest(data,feature_cols,target,crit,maxfeat,maxdepth,nest,minsamsplit, 

        maxleafnod): 

    X, Y, X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = splitdataset(data, feature_cols,  

        target) 

    rforest = RandomForestClassifier(criterion = crit,  

                                     n_estimators=nest,  

                                     max_features=maxfeat, 
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                                     max_depth = maxdepth, 

                                     min_samples_split = minsamsplit, 

                                     max_leaf_nodes = maxleafnod, 

                                     oob_score=True, 

                                     bootstrap = True, 

                                     random_state = 100) 

    rforest.fit(X_train, y_train) 

    y_pred = rforest.predict(X_test)     

    acc = accuracy_score(y_test, y_pred) 

    prs = precision_score(y_test, y_pred, average='macro') 

    res = metrics.recall_score(y_test, y_pred, average='macro') 

    cm = confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred) 

    rep = classification_report(y_test, y_pred) 

    train_score = rforest.score(X_train,y_train) 

    test_score = rforest.score(X_test,y_test) 

     

    print("Accuracy:", acc) 

    print("Precision:", prs) 

    print("Recall:", res) 

    print('test score:', test_score) 

    print('train score:', train_score) 

     

    #plotting heatmap, confusion matrix with a function not included in Appendix B. 

    categories = list(target.unique()) 

    make_confusion_matrix(cm, group_names=None,categories=categories, cmap='Blues') 

     

    y_pred_proba= rforest.predict_proba(X_test) 

    y_pred_proba_2 = np.argsort(y_pred_proba) 

     

    return y_pred, y_pred_proba, y_pred_proba_2, X_test, y_test 

 

 

Listing B.9: Function for the Artificial Neural Network model. 
 

 

def MPL(data,feature_cols,target,activ,hidden,learn,learn_init,solv, maxiter): 

    X, Y, X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = splitdataset(data, feature_cols,  

        target) 

     

    scaler = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=[0, 1]) 

    X_train = scaler.fit_transform(X_train) 

    X_test = scaler.fit_transform(X_test) 

     

    clf = MLPClassifier(activation = activ,  

                        hidden_layer_sizes = hidden,  

                        learning_rate = learn,  

                        learning_rate_init = learn_init,  

                        solver = solv, 

                        max_iter = maxiter, 

                        random_state=100) 

     

    clf.fit(X_train,y_train) 

    y_pred= clf.predict(X_test) 

    acc = accuracy_score(y_test, y_pred) 

    prs = precision_score(y_test, y_pred, average='macro') 

    res = metrics.recall_score(y_test, y_pred, average='macro') 

    cm = confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred) 

    rep = classification_report(y_test, y_pred) 
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    train_score = clf.score(X_train,y_train) 

    test_score = clf.score(X_test,y_test) 

     

    print("Accuracy:", acc) 

    print("Precision:", prs) 

    print("Recall:", res) 

    print('test score:', test_score) 

    print('train score:', train_score) 

     

    categories = list(target.unique()) 

    make_confusion_matrix(cm, group_names=None,categories=categories, cmap='Blues') 

     

    y_pred_proba= clf.predict_proba(X_test) 

    y_pred_proba_2 = np.argsort(y_pred_proba) 

     

    return y_pred, y_pred_proba, y_pred_proba_2, X_test, y_test 

 

 

Listing B.10: Code that determines if true class label falls within a range of the 

highest predicted class calues. 

 

#A variation of the classification method.  

#Instead of choosing a single class with the highest predicted value,  

#the y_pred_proba_2 is a list classes with the predicted values sorted from the 

lowest to the highest. 

#y_pred_proba_2 + 1 so it matches the class labels from y_test og y_pred (for pot 

location targetvariable) 

ynew = list(y_pred_proba_2[:,-26:]+1) #-26 indicates the top highest 5% (26 

classes) of all 520 target classes. 

y_test_new = list(y_test) 

flagged = [] 

for i in range(len(y_test)): 

    if y_test_new[i] in ynew[i]: flagged.append(0) 

    else: flagged.append(1) 

 

print('accuracy:', 1-np.sum(flagged)/len(flagged)) 
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